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RE: Math Series-Update; Grades 6-8 
 
June 2018 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Thank you for all your support and cooperation this past year with the delivery methods of differentiated instruction to our 
Math program. We also thank you for your continued dedication with your children on the new online component tools, 
which have also provided not only additional math skills, but increased levels of technology skills Mrs. Casey is ecstatic to 
see.  
 
We are happy to confirm that with the change in instruction: 

● OLGC benchmark tests have improved 
● IOWA results are above Blue Ribbon status 
● Local high schools are confirming improved scores in Alg 1 exams 

 
We have seen much progress in the mastery of on-level skills due to reinforcement at home, in the classroom in 
differentiated instruction, and through the on-line component of the math program.  We have also seen tremendous 
growth in advanced level skills such as critical thinking, multi-step word problems, and concrete and complex algorithms.  
 
The Math book/edition we have been using has come to a close and we are preparing for a new series.  We have been 
comparing and researching many new opportunities that not only uphold Good Counsel standards, but provide added 
assistance to our students on a more challenging level.  After much consideration, we have chosen GO MATH to be our 
series published by Houghton Mifflin.  This program offers three different academic pathways for middle school math, but 
we have decided the most academically challenging and student engaged curriculum is Advanced I 6th Gr Math for 6th 
grade, Advanced II Pre-Algebra for 7th grade, and Algebra I for 8th grade.  
 
For the 2018-2019 school year Mrs. Burnham will instruct grades 6 and 7, and Mrs. D’Antonio will instruct grade 8. 
 
In past years we have provided hardback books that students and parents indicated were too heavy and large to transport to 
and from school, as well as class to class. In turn, in the following years, we provided the online textbook, leaving the hard 
backs in the classroom to use at students convenience. Since then, the textbook in hand was preferred again, and that the 
online textbook wasn’t as easy for our students. Bringing all these issues to the attention of Houghton Mifflin book 
company, they provided us with a balanced resolution of a consumable softback textbook.  This would eliminate journals 
and other book materials, and provide one resource that would not only be their text, but their workbook as well.  An online 
component of the new program for the students would still give access to an online textbook as well as video tutorials, 
assigned worksheets, test practice, etc.  
 



In September a student worktext consumable will be assigned to each 6th through 8th grader.   To help offset the $110 
purchase per student to implement the program, we are requesting a fee of $ 20 per student due the first day of school 
before each student is assigned a book.   Any student losing their textbook will need to purchase a new one at the rate 
Houghton Mifflin has in place at the time of the loss.  
 
Thank you for all of your cooperation and support, we look forward to a new school year with you all! 
 
Many thanks, 

C.Chiarelli T.Green B.Burnham   L.D’Antonio 
C.Chiarelli T.Green B.Burnham     L. D’Antonio 
Principa Math Specialist 6/7 Math Teacher      8th Math Teacher 
 


